**WEEK IN PREVIEW**

- **Geopolitical:** Markets should be cheered as President Trump, noting “substantial progress”, extended the deadline for additional U.S. tariffs on $200 billion in Chinese goods past March 1. President Trump holds a second summit with N. Korea’s Kim Jung Un. The U.K. Parliament is scheduled to vote again on the Brexit agreement with the deadline of March 29 approaching quickly.

- **U.S.**: December housing starts and permits should decline while pending home sales rise for January. February ISM Manufacturing PMI is expected to decline slightly to 55.6, well above the 50.0 line of demarcation between signaling growth or contraction. 4Q GDP should slow to a 2.4% rate down from 3.4%. The latest 4Q GDP estimates from the Atlanta and NY Fed are 1.42% and 2.35%, respectively. Eight speeches by Federal Reserve members are scheduled with the highlights being Chair Powell and Vice Chair Clarida. Powell also gives his semi-annual testimony to the Senate and House.

- **4Q S&P 500 Earnings:** 89% have reported with 69% and 61% beating earnings and sales estimates respectively. Blended earnings estimates held steady at 13.1% year-over-year (Y/Y). Sales fell to 6.6% Y/Y primarily due to a cut in sales estimates for Berkshire Hathaway. Thirty-nine S&P 500 companies report earnings comprising of quite a few retailers including AZO, M, HD, LOW, BBY and TJX.

- **Europe:** Eurozone January unemployment is expected to hold steady at 7.9% while February consumer inflation should be reported at 1.5% Y/Y. German January retail sales could improve to 1.2% Y/Y. U.K. February Markit Manufacturing PMI should reflect the economic slowdown when it is reported at 52.0, down from 52.8.

- **Asia:** China’s February manufacturing and non-manufacturing PMI expected at 49.5 and 54.5 respectively. The Caixin China Manufacturing PMI is forecast to improve to 48.7. Japan reports January data which should continue to reflect a tight job market with 2.4% unemployment.

- **Central Banks:** The central banks of Israel, Hungary, Botswana, South Korea, Bulgaria and The Dominican Republic meet with no expected changes in monetary policy rates.
WEEK IN REVIEW

• The S&P 500 posted a 0.6% gain for the week. Utilities, materials and technology were leading sectors. Both WTI and Brent oil prices were higher but energy stocks and MLPs fell. Small cap stocks outperformed with the Russell 2000 up 1.3%. The 10-year U.S. Treasury yield fell to 2.65% and high yield credit spreads improved.

• Developed and emerging international stocks indexes outperformed the S&P 500 in both U.S. dollar and hedged-currency terms. On a hedged-currency basis, developed market stocks were +1.1% with Japan particularly strong. The U.S. dollar was weaker against both developed and emerging market currencies which increased their non-hedged stock returns to 1.6% for MSCI EAFE and 2.7% for MSCI Emerging Markets. Chinese stocks were very strong with shares rising 5.4%.

• The 10-2 yield curve widened and ended at 15.4 basis points. Another curve measure of three-month yield six quarters forward – three-month yield narrowed to 1.4 basis points. The yield curve has historically provided an accurate forecast of future recessions when the difference in these measures turns negative, also known as inversion. Yield curves are one of the major indicators that we monitor to judge recession risk, but these inversions typically happen a year or more in advance of an economic recession. In addition, stocks have historically had significant advances post-inversion. The three-month yield six quarters forward yield is now reflecting that the market expects at most one net hike in short-term rates over the next year and a half. Our view remains that the odds of a recession in 2019 remain low and expect perhaps only one hike from the Federal Reserve later in 2019. Avalon continues to monitor the data closely. Please see our Avalon Perspectives publication, The Yield Curve and Equity Returns, from April 26, 2018, for more details.
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